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Little Paxton School Governing Body 

 
Minutes for the Curriculum and Standards Committee Meeting  

 held on Monday 16th September 2019 at 6.30pm  
 
Present:  
Ellen Barrett  (Chair)  Co-opted Governor Rebekah Jenkins Associate Member  
Anna-Sofia Conway  Parent Governor  James Purser  Co-opted Governor 
Penny Conway   Authority Governor Katie Delgado  Staff Governor  
Neil Donoghue   Co-opted Governor Vicky McAuley-Eccles Co-opted Governor 
Richard Fairbairn  Parent Governor David Jones  Co-opted Governor 
Nickie Moore   Head Teacher   
   
In attendance:   Alison Gatward SBM standing in as clerk 
 
1. Apologies for absence received and accepted from 

Paul Warmington Parent Governor 
Stuart Page   Co-opted Governor 

 
No apologies for absence received from 
Christopher Muwanguzi  Parent Governor  
 
Governors were advised that Stephen Spiller Parent Governor has resigned so there is a parent governor 
vacancy. A new clerk has been appointed and one of her first responsibilities will be to run a parent 
governor election.  

V  McAuley-Eccles was welcomed to her first meeting.  
 

2. Opportunity to declare any change to pecuniary or other interests 
No interests declared.  

 
3. Minutes of the last meeting 03/06/2019 and matters arising (approved at FGB 8/7/2019) 

 
Actions carried forward from previous meetings 

 

C&S Action Who  Status 

2018/2019 - 
079 

Follow-up visit to review data for 
current Y4 and Y5 

EB Summer 2020 

2018/2019 - 
082 

Include Marking & Assessment, 
Teaching & Learning on C&S 
agenda in autumn term 

Clerk/C&S Chair Autumn term 2019 
On this agenda  

2018/2019 - 
084 

Include SRE Policy on next C&S 
agenda 

Clerk/C&S Chair Autumn term 2019 
On this agenda 

2018/2019 - 
085 

Include EYFS Policy on next C&S 
agenda 

Clerk/C&S Chair Autumn term 2019 
On this agenda 
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Actions from meeting on 3/6/19 

C&S Action Who  Status 

2018/2019 - 
103 

To arrange open evening for 
parents to explain the new 
curriculum and hold Q & A session 

HT/CLT Autumn term 2019 
October date also include 
governors in details. 

2018/2019 - 
104 

To review and update the SMSC 
Policy 

CLT Second C & S meeting of 
the Autumn Term 
(rescheduled to 13/01/20) 

2018/2019 - 
105 

To review and update the 
Educational Visits Policy 

CLT Second C & S meeting of 
the Autumn Term 
(rescheduled to 13/01/20) 

2018/2019 - 
106 

To notify governors of KS2 SATs 
results  

HT When published in July – 
completed 

2018/2019 - 
107 

Governor monitoring visit to 
impact of strategies in place to 
improve writing  

RF and ASC follow 
up visit required  

Summer term 2019 to be 
completed 

2018/2019 - 
108 

Governor monitoring visit to look 
at provision in maths for pupils 
working at greater depth 

ASC, RF and PW Autumn term 2019 Maths 
co-ordinators RT & LC to be 
done this term. Review 
visit at next meeting. 

2018/2019 - 
109 

Summary of Notes of Visit from 
the Maths Adviser to be shared at 
next C&S meeting 

HT Autumn Term  – completed 

2018/2019 - 
110 

Governor monitoring visit to look 
at provision in reading for pupils 
working at greater depth 

ASC, RF and PW Summer term 2019 

2018/2019 - 
111 

To advise governors of the date of 
an appropriate CLT meeting which 
will look at developing the new 
curriculum for governors to attend 

HT ASAP –NM to share a date 
Curriculum Team are DM, 
DN, JF, RJ & NM. 
Meeting was held before 
governors could be 
informed. 

 
4. Presentation on last year’s data, including Y2 and Y6 SATs 

NM explained the data that was issued to governors prior to the meeting but, unfortunately, the Aspire 
Self-evaluation Summary Dashboard was not available in time for the meeting and will be forwarded to 
governors once published. The data trend in EYFS are in line with ARE and as is often the case boys are 
better in maths and girls stronger in English. Change from EYFS curriculum is very different to the National 
Curriculum. This gives guidance for the new teachers as they start work with their new classes. QU: What 
is the impact on time of year the children are born? In Y6 there are a large number of summer birthdays. 
Y6 have had a rocky journey through the school. They are the year group who had a very disruptive pupil 
(who was subsequently excluded) and a weak teacher (no longer working at school) for several years. The 
school has expanded: 43% of the year group were not in this school when they were in EFYS. It has been 
shared with the staff where the children are so they know what needs to be worked on and can tailor the 
focus of teaching accordingly. Y4 writing and reading for boys is markedly different for some reason the 
boys weren’t switched on with the writing last year. English lead is already looking at boys in lower KS2. Y5 
boys last year need to focus on writing. QU: Do we have data on other local schools? We could ask other 
schools and look at National levels. In 3 years’ time these numbers should be higher than 2 (which is 
average for progress).  QU: From a governor’s point of view the data is quite general, so what level of data 
is there for the teachers? They see data for each pupil and can track individual pupils right through the 
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school. This term the Y6s started with SATs papers in the first week to see what the gaps are. Staff are 
working through the results to enable this to direct the focus of teaching. They are also looking back to Y2 
and Fischer Family Trust (FFT) projections – looking at where there are differences to see what is 
happening here. There are now different phases to overcome the Key Stage boundaries – Dawn Moffat 
EYFS and Y1, Becca Thorne Y2 – 4, Jo Foster Y5 – 6. Over the past 5 years, Y3 seems to be where the issues 
arise initially with results dropping and unfortunately for Y6 2018/19 the attainment never recovered and 
their expected progress did not meet FFT projections. QU: Are there many that have dropped from their 
projections Y2 – Y6? This information was shared ahead of the meeting. Greater depth was predicted for a 
third of the year group which would be higher than expected. KS1 data would come from a previous school 
if the child was not with us at that stage. Given the growth of the school, the KS1 data wasn’t our own for 
a significant percentage of children. QU: Is it important that we should not get hung up on the past but 
need to look ahead to see how we can affect further years? Need to use this data to inform the future, but 
future plans are where the focus should be.  
 
There  is a focus on Y6, the maths advisor has already been in literacy advisor is due in. Staff are reviewing 
the SATs papers to see where the weaknesses are. The PP funding is being used to run after school reading 
sessions to support those who need it.  Year 5 for reading and Y2 for maths.  A list of children who not on 
track have been highlighted as vulnerable so that all staff are aware.  Actions have already been taken to 
use the TAs differently so that they are more active in the classroom. TAs across all year groups will be 
revisiting the lessons from the morning sessions to build on the teaching and support those who haven’t 
quite got it. Staff are developing a shared responsibility for the children throughout their whole school 
journey.  
 
QU: PP scores are lower than average across the school this is concerning? There is a change in teaching 
style beginning with questioning and teachers are to target many of their questions at the lower-achieving 
pupils. We need to be challenging them with the questions. They are given time to discuss and work on 
the answers together. Since this has started it has engaged the class collectively and more children are 
taking part. QU: So what are we doing to keep the pupils who are already at greater depth on track to 
make good progress and remain at greater depth? Currently RJ is modelling how to do this for the teachers 
and look at how to engage those who are working at greater depth: other examples on the board for those 
children to be doing while the class discussion is happening with the others to challenge the greater depth 
children to stay there and keep going. For some children there have been life experiences which have 
resulted in changes to their level of attainment this can now be shared by teacher who had them lower 
down the school. There is open communication between staff on individual children to help the staff who 
are teaching them now. QU: might SEN children be able to reach expectations or are they all children who 
are not going to be able to achieve the expected levels? Quality first teaching is the key and we have 
expectation that all children are in the classroom learning. Working with new teachers and new SENCo to 
ensure these children are working in the classrooms and making good progress. There has been staff 
training to share how to work with children who are struggling to cope with being in the classroom. QU: 
Can this be shared with the lunchtime team? This will be fedback through the MDS co-ordinator so that 
they can pick up the learning and support at lunchtime.  
 
Reading in Y5 seems to have a dip and we need to investigate what is driving this. Standardised NFER tests 
(similar style of questions that children will encounter in SATs) for maths and reading are done at the end 
of each term now. Writing is assessed using teacher assessment. Results are used to inform planning and 
ensure that children who may have gaps in their learning are given appropriate support.  
 
Maths leads have asked teachers to do diagnostic questions at the beginning of each topic so that teaching 
can start at the right place. To support reading in a wider context, each class now has a class novel which is 
read from 1–1:15 each day to encourage the children to enjoy reading. 50 recommended reads for each 
year group. Each year group shared in assembly information about what the book they are reading in class.  
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The percentage of pupils reaching a good level of development in EYFS was above Cambridgeshire and 
National. Phonics test at the end of Y1 results are also better than both Cambridgeshire and National. Y2 
maths outcomes were a little low so we are introducing the maths club to help with this. Our data has 
shown a decline over the years. QU: What needs to happen to take into account the SEN/PP differences? 
We are working with the LA Maths advisor about best to challenge the PP children – targeting specific 
questions to engage these pupils. All teachers are spending time observing other classes to watch how this 
questioning works. QU: Maths KS1 outcomes have a marked drop on previous years, what is the reason for 
this? Two things on the paper a fraction question which may have held some up and perhaps they needed 
to have better exam strategies. Larger fractions caused many to stumble. We need to ensure that staff 
have a good understanding of what children need to achieve to attain ARE and GD and what evidence is 
required to support these judgements.  
 
KS2 reading fell in both ARE and GD which would cause concern and so that has driven the investment in 
the after school club. The children did well in maths – this may be because it is easier to plug the gaps with 
teaching and there was a lot of focus on this.  
 
The school’s data is average and it shouldn’t be – we aspire to much more than this - and the overall data 
is in decline. The positive is the way the school is now being led and the whole school is working towards 
moving forward with this.  
 
Governors realise that this cannot be turned around on a penny, the decline was gradual and it will take 
time to plug the gaps.  
 
It was noted that for the current year 5s over 50% did not begin at school here.  
 
QU: How do we cope with the turnover of pupils and continual arrival of new pupils? This has been very 
challenging but should settle down as the school reaches full capacity.  The arrival of new children changes 
the dynamic of the classes and staff have had to constantly re-adjust to take account of new arrivals. 
Also children arrive at school in EYFS less “school ready” than in the past – this is the Ipad generation, 
children may not be read to as much as previously which has a huge impact on children.  
Perhaps we should look at the engagement of parents and sharing the research of this generation – 
something to look at in a future meeting. 

 
 

 
5. Policy review: 

a. Marking and Assessment policy  
NM introduced the policy – changes include giving pupils instant feedback in the lesson which frees up 
the teachers from lots of marking and enables them to deepen their subject knowledge. Governors 
agreed that this should be left as a draft and trialled this term and then have a governor visit to 
monitor and review. Staff are feeding back in staff meeting on 30/9 and that can then be fedback to 
governors. Initial impressions were given by staff present: whole class feedback enables the children to 
edit and refine their work; staff can work with those who need more input from the teachers; the 
children have adapted to it well; teachers notice really quickly a group of children who are ready to 
move on or can see the misconceptions more quickly which this highlights the issues for the TAs to 
work with in the afternoon. Governor visit needs to be arranged. 
QU: What would the visit look for? Ultimately aiming to see progress across children’s work but you 
wouldn’t see it straight away this term. It was agreed that it would be more beneficial if the visit 
happened early in the spring term - January/February. DJ/ND volunteered and it was agreed that they 
would look at whole school and discuss with phase leads.  
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b. EYFS Policy – this is a required policy as different to teaching and learning for the rest of the school. 

QU: Would it be better to name staff instead of positions? Do you need to put job titles to avoid it 
going out of date? It is being updated each year. Governors approved the policy. QU: Is there any 
research about the benefits of staggered starts and half-days? The children will be overwhelmed if 
they come in for full days from the start. Build-up the end of the day – anecdotal evidence rather than 
research.  It was previously over a longer period but school now achieves this very quickly (over a week 
or two for most children).  

 
c. SRE – sample policy was reviewed by the CLT and supplied to governors prior to the meeting. QU: 

There have been some controversies in other schools about the SRE curriculum, do you think there is 
likely to be any concerns or resistance here?  The new policy is not very different from the previous 
version; parents in the past have supported the school in this area.  Governors approved the policy. 

 
d. Teaching and Learning Policy. This is not required at the moment and would rather look at a proper 

review statement on the curriculum instead.  Governors agreed this should be the priority. 
 

e. Protocol for a child exiting the building QU: Is this be related to a specific child? Yes, however it could 
be used for any child. QU: Does it need a review date? QU: Is this actually a policy? This is a protocol as 
a result of a risk assessment and it should be reviewed as part of this.  Governors confirmed that the 
phone number for the local police station number should be in Huntingdon and from there you will be 
directed to the nearest station.  It was then agreed that the protocol was appropriate for the current 
particular situation and that it might be adapted for future use if similar circumstances arose. 

 
6. Governor Visits -  proposals for future visits (see actions carried forward for visits already planned)  
 

Staff Induction Visits – Personnel Committee 
 
Assessment – to look at the new in class assessment as part of the draft Marking and Assessment Policy 
 
Review of data – follow-up meeting by EB scheduled for summer term 2020 
 
It was agreed that, where ever possible, there should be 2 governors per visit 

 
 

7. Ofsted  
Five objectives from school development plan will be shared at the FGB meeting at the end of the month. 
Governors were asked to review the SEF and highlight where they think the school is. Some statements 
you may only partially agree – so just highlight the relevant bits. Staff will also be asked to do this. It will 
help us to see where people think we are.  
QU: Do we know we will have an inspection? No, schools are not notified of this but feel this would be 
likely. This identifies how well you know the school and helps you to understand the framework. QU: What 
do governors need to do if there is an inspection? It would be useful if 5 or 6 governors to commit to 
coming in to meet with the inspectors. There would be a telephone call before 1pm informing the school 
that Ofsted will visit the following day.  Generally, Ofsted will meet with governors at any point that they 
are available during the 2 days.  Several governors agreed to meet with the school’s Primary Adviser to 
understand more of what will happen. QU: What is governors’ role in this? The leadership of the school 
includes the governing body as a collective and inspectors will look at governance. This is why it is 
important to question and challenge and for governors to ask about anything that they don’t understand. 
This review of the SEF should be completed by governors by the end of the month ready for the next FGB.  
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8. Any other business  
 

Summary Notes of Visit (NoVs) from LA Advisers during 2019 were provided by PC as agreed at last C & S 
meeting  QU: Some expected outcomes are given but would like some narrative as to where we are at now 
showing the impact of previous actions. PC to amend summary of NoVs, removing any confidential or 
identifying information.  

 
 

Governors were reminded of the termly briefing at Woodgreen on Wednesday 18th September 
 
Meeting closed at 8:20pm 
 
Actions carried forward from previous meetings (re-numbered for this year) 

 

2019/2020 - 
007 

Governor monitoring visit – follow 
up visit to review data 2018/19 Y4 
and Y5 (now Y5 & Y6) 

EB Summer 2020 

2019/2020 - 
012 

To arrange open evening for 
parents to explain the new 
curriculum and hold Q & A session 

HT/CLT Autumn term 2019 
October date also include 
governors in details. 

2019/2020  - 
013 

To review and update the SMSC 
Policy 

CLT Second C & S meeting of 
the Autumn Term 

2019/2020 - 
014 

To review and update the 
Educational Visits Policy 

CLT Second C & S meeting of 
the Autumn Term 

2019/2020 - 
015 

Governor monitoring visit to 
impact of strategies in place to 
improve writing  

RF and ASC 
follow up visit 
required  

Summer term 2019 to be 
completed 

2019/2020 - 
016 

Governor monitoring visit to look 
at provision in maths for pupils 
working at greater depth 

ASC, RF and PW Autumn term 2019 Maths 
co-ordinators RT & LC to 
be done this term. Review 
visit at next meeting. 

2019/2020 - 
017 

Governor monitoring visit to look 
at provision in reading for all pupils 
including those working at greater 
depth 

ASC, RF and PW Summer term 2019 to be 
completed Autumn term 
2019 as part of whole 
school focus on reading 
following KS2 results for 
summer 2019 

2019/2020 - 
018 

Summary of Notes of Visit from the 
Maths Adviser to be shared at next 
C&S meeting 

HT Complete 

 
New actions from this meeting 

2019/20 - 33 Governor monitoring visit to look 
at the new in class assessment as 
part of the draft Marking and 
Assessment Policy 

DJ & ND January /February 2020 but 
before February Half Term 

2019/20 - 34 Update NoV to include outcomes 
and ensure any confidential  or 
identifying information removed 

PC asap 

 


